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Image above - Juliet, 
who is wondering what 
The Facts will do. 

	 Since the video of one of The Facts’s employee’s kicking one of 
Lunch’s kittens has circulated, The Facts’s popularity has dropped by a lot. 
Now, cats are turning to us, as we are the only other news source in 
Pawsville. However, some cats are wondering what will happen to The 
Facts. If they open again in a different city, cats may recognize them from 
the mention in the video, as it has about five million views on each social 
media platform. We are hoping that they just leave Pawsville, and after that, 
we would be the only news organization here. 


CATS ILLUSTRATED 
The Facts have lost lots of popularity!
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	 While The Facts are struggling, we have 
gotten a call from North three days into his trip. 
Here is some of what he is explaining to us so 
far: “It’s really nice here in Egypt, and I’ve met so 
many new friends! The food is wonderful and 
I’ve loved touring the landmarks in my free time! 
And Harvey is happy too! He found a brand of 
custom sugar cubes, and has been buying them 
in bulk! He has also tried at least a dozen 
restaurants so far.” North seems to be having 
fun, and that is good, as this seems like the kind 
of story that might get us popularity. 


	 We are also filming kittens right now, as 
Juliet’s kittens have set up a kind of Olympic 
Games. Kittens from all around have come to 
participate, in the different sports, which consist 
of ten meter dashes, push up endurance tests, 
and the very fun sport of mountain biking. Juliet 
has some old bikes just sitting around, and they 
are perfect for three kittens to cruise around a 
rocky hill and up a ramp. If parent cats see that, 
though, these “Olympic Games” will be shut 
down very fast due to safety concerns. But for 
now, kittens are having the times of their lives riding ramps at high speeds, 
and crash landing into a lake.


	 There is a good thing happening, though, that may spark the attention 
of many cats, kittens especially. A competition 
is coming up, but not a video game 
competition, not an eating competition, a 
sports competition. And not just any sport, this 
competition is for the fine sport of… acrobatics! 
Cats have heard about this, and even kittens 
are thinking about doing an act. In fact, Lunch’s 
kittens grouped some other kittens and made a 
ten kitten pyramid that other kittens stood and 
performed tricks on. We are sure many cats are 
worried about kittens doing acrobatics, but 
these are special circumstances. Even we are 
thinking about trapezes and tightropes right now. 


	 Subscribe again for more on this competition! 

Image above - North, 
who sent us this 
photo of him sleeping 
near Harvey. 

“If Mavis can ride 
a tricycle, could 
she ride a 
unicycle and 
juggle while 
riding it?” 

 - MAVIS’S KITTENS, THINKING 
ABOUT ACT IDEAS 
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